Axon Body 2 takes powerful simplicity to the next level. The single-unit design is equipped with capabilities like unlimited HD video, advanced audio, Wi-Fi video connectivity and industry-leading security enhancements. It’s part of the growing network that lets you act with confidence by connecting devices, apps, and people.

800-978-2737  axon.com/body2
AXON BODY 2
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

RETINA HD VIDEO: The industry’s best low-light video now records in HD.

FULL-SHIFT BATTERY: 12+ hours

PRE-EVENT BUFFER: Configure your pre-event buffer time to capture up to 2 minutes before an event.

WIRELESS ACTIVATION: Axon Signal reports events, like when you open the car door or activate the light bar, so your camera can detect them and start recording.

OPTIONAL MUTE: Ability to disable audio in the field to support dual party consent.

IN-FIELD TAGGING: Add a marker to important points in your video.

UNMATCHED DURABILITY: Built to withstand extreme weather and brutal conditions.

RAPIDLOCK MOUNTS: Versatile mounts keep the camera steady during tough situations.

MOBILE APP: Stream, tag, and replay videos right on your phone with Axon View.

MULTI-CAM COMPATIBILITY: Review up to four videos, including Axon Body 2, Axon Flex 2 and Axon Fleet footage, on one screen through Evidence.com.
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AXON BODY 2
SPECIFICATIONS

VIDEO RESOLUTION Configurable up to 1080p

WEATHER RESISTANCE IP67 (IEC 60529)

CORROSION RESISTANCE MIL-STD-810G METHOD 509.5 (SALT FOG)

FIELD OF VIEW 143 degrees

OPERATING TEMPERATURE -4 °F to 122 °F / -20 °C to 50 °C

DROP TEST 6 Feet

HUMIDITY 95% non-condensing

WARRANTY 1 year from date of receipt with extended full five-year warranty options

RECORDING CAPACITY Up to 70 hours depending on resolution
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